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Matt Trulson plays water pong during the Alcohol Olympics Feb. 15 in the Student Activity Center. Winona State University's Residence
Housing Association hosted the alcohol awareness and prevention program with vision-impaired goggles, mocktails, Nintendo Wii and
alcohol trivia.

Brendan Moore
Winonan
Winona State Universitys
Residence Housing Association
hosted the Alcohol Olympics.
With the intention to
promote alcohol awareness and
prevention held in the Student
Activities Center of Kryzsko
Commons. Six different
stations were setup for the

event. Each were designed
to inform students about the
dangers and potential effects of
alcohol in some way.
"Especially in college, we
assume people are drinking,"
said Residence Housing
Association Vice President
Jackie Edman. "We're just
trying to tell them about the
negative effects of it. We're not
saying 'hey, don't drink.' We're

saying be safe and know the
effects of it."
Students that completed all
six of the event activities were
entered into a raffle to win a
Nintendo Wii. Funded by the
student activities fees paid to
live in the residence halls,
the event was supposed to be
aimed at students living in
Winona State's residence halls.
"It's all coming from the

students. That's why we put it
in Kryzsko," said Edman.
"We kind of just did things that
we thought would be simple for
people just walking by so they
could stop and maybe check it
out without having to stay the
whole time," said Edman.
Among the six event
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activities, the first involved
students walking on top of
a • wooden plank tipped on
its side, while wearing beer
goggles. Tape was also placed
on the ground around the plank
containing facts and tips about
alcohol that students could
read when they fell.
"I think it's a cool concept to
make students aware of what
the ramifications can be, as
you saw when I almost took
my face out," said participant
A.J. Schuler.
During the event, the beer
goggle station seemed to have
the most participation of all the
events. At this station, students
were required to wear a pair of
drunk goggles while competing
one-on-one in Nintendo's,
Mario Kart Racing. By using
the Wii's wireless steering
wheel controllers, students got
to safely experience what it's
like to drink and drive.
The goggles that were used
during the event simulated
a variety of blood alcohol
levels. The goggles allowed
the students to experience how
impaired your vision is based
on how much alcohol you've
consumed. In addition, the
event also used both daytime
and nighttime drunk goggles.
"This is a blast. It's so
much harder with the darker
goggles," said event volunteer
Evan Derus. While the
difference between the day and
night goggles is drastic, even
the daytime goggles made it
difficult to complete certain
stations.
"Drunk goggles make me
fall on chairs. Yeah. In fact,
I couldn't really walk with
them at all," said Winona State
student Carl Clemenson. "I'm
in it for the Wii." The winner
of the Wii was not announced
at the event.

Contact Brendan at
BIlloore08@winona.edu
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Login using
the link to the
survey from the

Current Students
section from the
WSU website
or access it through
your WSU email

Now is your chance to give WSU feedback on
these areas:
• Tell us what you like about WSU
• Give us advice on how to improve
• Reflect on courses and your major
• And more!

Let's have all students participate!
Survey takes only 15 minutes!

Wellness house aimed to make new start for individuals
Jenn Holt
Winonan

to find the perfect name, where
students, can send in their
suggestions and the winner
In a day and age where will receive $50.
The five-bedroom house is
health promotion is everywhere
and healthy living is near the located near Midtown Foods
forefront of American concern, downtown Winona and will be
Carol Ebert, a health promotion ready to rented out to college
specialist, has an idea set in students June 1 for $369 per
place to create a wellness living month, excluding the cost of
cable and internet.
house.
"Tessa and Amanda were
The idea piqued Ebert's
interest last fall when she thinking a fitness room would
decided to turn one of her four be a good thing to have in
off-campus housing units into the house," said Ebert. "If we
decide to turn one of the rooms
a themed healthy living house.
"I'm all wellness all the into a fitness room, the house
time," said Ebert. "This is would become a four-bedroom
going to be an incubator house house, and rent would be
for students to learn about lowered."
Through research, neither
health while living healthy."
The house aims to be run Brewster, Cotter, nor Ebert has
around six dimensions of been able to find a similar idea
health, which Ebert models for college students.
"This is not a rehab or getherself
The six dimensions, which healthy house," said Brewster.
stem from the National "It's a home for people who
Institute of Wellness, are enjoy being healthy and want
social, occupational, spiritual, to continue to build all aspects
intellectual, physical and of their lives in a healthy way."
Ebert is also a life coach,
emotional.
currently
coaching employees
challenge
of
The
incorporating all dimensions at IBM, and is more than
into the house has fallen into the willing to provide her mentor
hands of two health promotion services to the residents who
majors, Tessa Brewster and move into the house.
"They have me as a
Amanda Cotter.
"I think it will be a great place resource," said Ebert, "but they
for students who are dedicated will set their own agendas for
to staying healthy to live," said their experiences."
Ebert's long-term vision is
Brewster. "As a college student,
our environment and hectic to see healthy themes living on
schedules do not always allow college campus' everywhere
and to bring the idea to health
us to live a healthy lifestyle."
The name for the house is conferences nationwide.
"Winona is like a best-kept
still being decided. Brewster
and Cotter are running a contest secret," said Ebert. "The college
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Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan
Carol Ebert, a health promotion specialist, is turning this house, at 170 E. Fifth St, into a themed healthy
living house. It will be rented out to college students June 1 for $369 per month.

aims to be an innovator in the
community and throughout the
world, so what better place to
ignite this idea."
Brewster said she thinks
people are becoming more and
more aware on how important
it is to live a healthy and active
lifestyle, and the new house
will enable them to do it further.
The house will also be a
basis to create volunteer and
internship opportunities for
Health Promotional majors in
upcoming years.

"We are really excited about
it, and we are trying to get
the word out so we can get as
much feedback as we can,"
said Brewster. "We want to
know what students would
want in the house because we
are making this for them."
Ebert said she feels this is
going to be amazing and wants
to generate a waiting list for
tenants who want to move into
the house.
"I've -got all the tools to
make this successful," said

Ebert. "No one is perfect, but
I'm here to help the tenants eat
right and help them stray away
from the fast-food options."
If interest increase, Ebert
says, then she'll just buy a new
house.
Brewster
at
Contact
TMBrewst2497@winona.
edu or Ebert at carolebert@
acegroup.cc for more
information.
Contact Jenn at
JHolt6253@winona.edu

Students given opportunity to present resumes in Minneapolis
Amanda Rehrauer
Winonan

At Winona State University's
Career Services job fair,
students were able to present
their resumes to more than 180
employers in hopes of scoring
a summer internship or even a
career after graduation Feb. 19
at the Minneapolis Convention

Center.
Kelsey Keiger, Winona State
junior and public relations
major, said she found the fair
beneficial.
"It was great that we could
just hand our resumes to the
employers and ask questions
directly to them, rather than
going through a tedious
application process," she said.

"I was really excited to talk
to the human resources director
for the Timberwolves," Keiger
said. "He told me about an
internship that would involve
me coordinating promotional
events for them. I am hoping he
calls me in a few weeks for an
interview."
She said with this being her
first career fair, she learned a

lot and will attend more in the
future.
"The fair opened my eyes to
options for jobs and internships
that I didn't realize existed, and
I became aware of companies
I would have never considered
an internship with until the
fair," Keiger said.
Upcoming job fairs include
the Timberwolves Sports

Internship and Career Fair
March 22 at the Minneapolis
Target Center and the
Minnesota Education Job
Fair at the Minneapolis Hyatt
Regency Hotel.
For more information on
these and other fairs, visit
www.winona.edulcareer or call
507- 457-5878.
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Assessment Day: Is it worth the time for students?
Alyssa Homan
Winonan

Another Assessment Day
has come and gone and many
students are still oblivious
to the reason classes were
cancelled in the first place.
So what is the point of the
campus wide Assessment Day
and why is worth cancelling
classes we pay to attend?
Sally
Johnstone,
vice
president for academic affairs
said, "The focus of Assessment
Day is to allow the university
community to hear directly
from students and to analyze
academic and programmatic
practices."
This information is gathered

from students through a survey
which presents a variety of
campus wide questions.
Assessment Day may be
meant to gather valuable
input from students, but many
confessed they didn't know
what it was about.
When asked whether he
participated in Assessment
Day, David Hoffman said, "I
have no idea what [they] were
for; I just liked having the day
off."
Despite the fact that
students are by no means
complaining about the free day,
a few mentioned it isn't really
necessary.
"It's nice to have the day off,
but academically it's not really

worth cancelling classes,"
student Nikki Woods said.
This year, to encourage
students to participate, there
was an incentive for those
who completed the surveys
on Wednesday. Those who
participated were automatically
entered into a raffle to win one
of 25 Purple Pass gift cards.
In quite a few cases,
the possibility of winning
something was the only reason
students filled out the survey.
Student Erika Steuk said,
"The only reason I participated
in the survey was for the chance
to win one of the gift cards."
Teri
Hinds,
director
of
institutional
planning,
assessment and research said,

"Just over 2,000 students,
about 23% of total students,
have completed the survey [so
far]. This is down from where
we were at this point in time
last year." One reason numbers
are down is "due to a glitch
that resulted in the link to the
survey being unavailable for
the current sudents Web site."
However, Hinds said the link
is up and functioning properly
now, "so we're anticipating
we'll see the response rate
increase again."
With Winona State looking
for ways to better the university,
student feedback is crucial.
In the end, if students want
issues around campus to be
resolved, they need to be

Monday,. Thursday 8:00 an — noon, 4;30 pm — 9:30 pm
. Friday,: 8:00 am - noon

• Sunday„ 2.:t 0 pm —10:00 pm

"' Because of hcaidais and other special 'days there are exceptions to the times above,
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willing to provide their ideas
and opinions to the university.
According to the Web
site, informing students and
faculty about Assessment Day,
"Assessment Day is a way for
the WSU community to gather
and discuss information about
its strengths and weaknesses
from individual experiences
and perspectives. It is a
chance for [students'] voices
to be heard on many different
topics."

Contact Alyssa at
AHoman08@winona.edu

New Web site gets mixed emotions from student
Stefani Schmidt

Winonan
In January 2010, Winona
State University launched a
new Web site that has since
been viewed with mixed
results.
On Wednesday, in the
Athenaeum of the Darrel

For

Krueger Library, Cristeen
Custer from the Marketing
Department and Robin Honken
from Information Technology
Services discussed their vision
of the new Web site and more
changes to be added in the
future.
Custer said she found a
problem with the old Web site

for students finding resources
such as D2L and Webmail.
The old Web site was built
by one webmaster; where as
the responsibility for the new
Web site's upkeep is put on the
entire staff.
Even though there is "no
budget and limited resources
for a Web site," Custer believes

a key task with the new Web site
is to "break down information
for future and current students
separately."
In order to give students
what they want, Custer and the
other creators are looking for
feedback from students.
Custer said students have
reported department Web sites

Off-Campus Living
there is only °NED

Finding renters the PERFECT home
Off•Campus since 1985
• Over

100+

units available for rent

• Houses and Apartments
• Studios, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bedrooms all available!

• UNITS CLOSE TO WSU CAMPUS
Look for us on the corner of Broadway and Main
just 2 blocks from WSU campus

Call (507)452-8808
or e-mail us at grms@hbci.com

greatrivermanagement.com
(

being different and the desire to
have only one login screen for
D2L, Webmail and registrar.
Eric Dongol, a Winona
State student, said he had "no
problems" with the old website
because he was used to it,
and although he appreciates
the new websites "attractive"
design, he would like it to be
more consistent and uniform.
During the Athenaeum,
Honken described the fresh
features of the new Web site.
On the old Web site, Winona
State "used to use Google
search but decided to move
to a more controlled search
engine," he said.
Now those behind the
Winona State Web site are
better able to control what
searches appear and in what
order.
On the new home page,
anyone that visits can customize
and manage links, view an
interactive map and virtual tour
and check out Winona State's
news feeds section, which
Honken said is a "work in
progress."
In response to students
wanting only one login section,
Honken explains they "want to
satisfy the campus and make
it easy to navigate; [but they]
needed to think about security
too," which makes one login
screen not in the foreseeable
future.
Binaya Tripathi was another
student with these concerns.
On the old Web site, Tripathi
had problems with logging into
his Webmail, but now finds
different templates on the new
website and wants "all parts of
the website to be the same".
Those behind the Winona
State Web site are taking all
students with opinions on the
new Web site.

Contact Stefani at
SMSchmidt@winona.edu
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Winona State celebrates life of late biology professor
Alyssa Pederson
Winonan

Erin Peters spoke on behalf of
the Biology department and the
rest of Winona State faculty.
After microbiology professor
Peters talked about Essar's
David W. Essar passed arrival at Winona State, where
away Feb. 3, family, friends, she continuously came back
students, faculty and alumni to Essar's dedication to his
came together to celebrate students.
Essar's life in the atrium of
"He came to us highly
Winona State University's qualified," Peters said.
Science Laboratory Center last "Everyone was impressed
Thursday night.
by his ability to learn every
An open house began at student's name by the first
4:30 p.m. with food and week of school."
refreshments, and the short
Peters said Essar didn't
program, "Celebration of Life," just get to know their names,
began at 5:00 p.m.
but often got to know where
Doug Rosendahl, a member his students were from, their
of the Biology Department and interests and other personal
master of ceremonies for the information.
event, began by introducing
Seeing such passion for his
Pastor Joe McConkey of students, Peters was never
Pleasant Valley Church.
surprised when she saw Essar
McConkey said he only knew typing recommendation letters
David for a short time.
for students late at night.
However, he said, "I know
"David was proud of each
that part of David's life is a and every student," Peters said.
very personal relationship with
Essar was a microbiology
God."
professor, but according to
After McConkey finished Peters, and the smiling reaction
with a brief prayer, Professor by many of those who gathered
.

in celebration, Essar had a
distinct passion for gourmet
cooking and food.
Peters talked about how
students would go "stuff
their faces" with his lasagna,
sausages or his "exquisite
cheesecakes."
She also said some students
often took a course with Essar
just to get some of his dinner at
the end of the year.
"There's no one on this planet
who could describe a meal the
way David did," Peters said.
Besides his "exceptional
taste" for food, clothing and
cooking, Peters said that Essar's
generosity was "legendary."
Essar and his wife Andrea
adopted two children and often
contributed to places such as
the Winona Resource Center.
Essar often served as a mentor
for new faculty members.
"David's generosity also
extended to his friends," Peters
said. "He was there for anyone
who needed him."
Peters concluded by saying
Essar's absolute love lies with
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academics, affordable tuition, easy transfer
of credit, at , d outstanding r eputationwith
employers, 4-year colleges and universities
makes it the best educational value in the
Upper Midwest.

his family, with friends, and in
food.
Next to speak was Jordan
Corrigan, a former student of
Essar's.
"Dr. Essar meant a great deal
to me, and I was only able to
know him for a very short
time," Corrigan said. "I feel
his presence changed my life."
Corrigan said he often talked
with Essar, whether it was
regarding class or not.
"Whenever I spoke to him,
he always made me feel like
he was speaking to an equal,"
Corrigan said. "There is no
way to define how valuable that
is to a person."
Corrigan
reflected
on
taking a class with Essar and
becoming a "benefactor of his
encyclopedic knowledge.The
knowledge he imparted to his
students will live on," Corrigan
said.
Then
alumni
Srdj an
Milosavljevic spoke briefly
about the first time he met
Essar, reflecting on how he
always welcomed students to
his office.
"He was always there for
you," Milosavljevic said. "He
would always spare a second
for you."
Milosavljevic talked about
how Essar helped him "play
with the hand you're dealt."
"He will be missed by many,
as he has touched so many
hearts with his brilliance in
teaching."

After the scheduled speakers,
several others stepped up to say
a few words as well.
Carol Jefferson, retired WSU
professor, said she worked
in the office next to Essar for
about 14 years.
Jefferson
talked
about
how Essar was a great
conversationalist who always
listened and listened very well.
"We had so many
conversations," Jefferson said.
"I'm going to miss Dave. He
was a character in his own
way."
Biology Professor John
Nosek said "He was free to
extend his hand in friendship."
To wrap up the event,
Rosendahl said, "We've lost a
wonderful faculty member, and
he will not be forgotten."
According to Mary
Diekrnann, the biology office
manager who helped organize
the event, the current faculty
members have stepped in and
rearranged their schedules to
cover Essar's current courses
and are in the process of trying
to hire a new professor for next
year.

Contact Alyssa at
APedersen06@winona.edu
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EDSTROM PROPERTIES

It's where you belong.
Conveniently located in Bloomington, MN.
Minutes from the Airport and Mall Of America.

Renting to students for 35 years
• 3 & 4 bedroom apartments available
• Prices range from $349 - $389 each
*Heat included
• Laundry on premise- some off street parking
Call Carol!
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What's Happening Around Winona State...
Wednesday
Winona: Winter Beach Bash
Time: 11 a.m-1:30 p.m.
Place:Kryzsko Commons Student
Activity Center
Contact: Amy Meyer
ALMeyer09@winona.edu

Thursday

Friday

Student Photography Showcase
Time: All Day
Place: Winona Arts Center
Contact: Drake Hokanson
DHokanson@winona.edu

Student Photography Showcase
Time: All Day
Place: Winona Arts Center
Contact: Drake Hokanson
DHokanson@winona.edu

Artist Exhibit: Jim Denomie
Athenaeum: Micro Fiction
Time
Day
Discussion Timer All
Place: Watkins Hall
Time 1 p.m.
Contact: Kathleen Peterson
Place: Winona State University KPeterson@winona.edu
Krueger Library
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

Saturday
Bean Bag Toss Tournament
Time: Noon
Place: Kryzsko Commons
Contact: A.J. Schuler
ASchuler@winona.edu

Sunday
Winona Symphony Orchestra
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center
Contact: Donald Lovejoy
DLovejoy@winona.edu

Monday

Artist Exhibit: Jim Denomie
Time All Day
Place: Watkins Hall
Contact: Kathleen Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu

Tuesday

Abortion Film and Discussion
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Stark Auditorium
Contact: Tamara Berg
Tberg@winona.edu

Student Photography Showcase
Time: All Day
Place: Winona Arts Center
Contact: Drake Hokanson
DHokanson@winona.edu

Depression Workshop
Time: 7 -9 p.m.
Place: Stark Hall, Rm. 108
Contact: Melissa Neitzel
MNeitzel@winona.edu

Artist Exhibit: Jim Denomie
Time: All Day
Place: Watkins Hall
Contact: Kathleen Peterson
KPeterson@winona.edu
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What can we learn from Aghaming Park's management?
Brian Sanders
Winonan

On Thursday, Winonans
are encouraged to attend an
open house about a proposed
agreement to have the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service manage
Aghaming Park.
We will be able to learn
about the proposed agreement
and hopefully provide some
input into what the community
desires.
Overall, the lack of any
real solution to problems at
Aghaming Park is troubling.
Aghaming Park is, according
to the latest Winona Daily
News article on the subject, "a
Mississippi River flood plain
that's a haven for rare birds and
other wildlife." While that's
true, I think it really understates
the beauty and importance of
the place.
Aghaming Park is located
across the wagon bridge on
Latsch Island. The park is
owned by Minnesota but is
under Wisconsin's jurisdiction,
which makes regulating the
park a pain in the neck for

authorities.
As a result, it is difficult to
prosecute vandalism, which has
a devastating effect on park
and the sensitive, beneficial
species that liVe there.
Winonan local Richie
Swanson gives a beautiful
and informative walk-andtalk around the park several
times each year where he
discusses the types of birds
and the current dangers to their
existence and habitat.
I would highly encourage
anyone to go on one (or several,
as each season has something
new to offer) of these walks to
learn more about the park.
Aghaming Park is perhaps
my favorite place in Winona to
go relax and clear my head.
At the risk of sounding
extremely cliché, it is a
great place to go to help me
remember what is beautiful in
the world.
The problems caused by
vandalism forced Wisconsin's
DNR to threaten penalizations
on Winona if we did not protect
the park from further damage.
The problem has been

figuring out how exactly to
manage the park and protect it
from that damage.
City officials seem to think
that entrusting the park to the
U.S. Food and Wildlife Service.
The report says that the park
would mainly be under the
current rules.
I see it as fairly probably that
the FWS could manage it better
with more resources, but it still
seems like it will be difficult to
manage.
While my general inclination
has always been against
property ownership of beautiful
places, seeing damage done
in commonly-held nature
preserves has changed my
perspective a bit.
Aghaming Park is one of
the issues that has slowly been
changing the. way I view our
problems. I can denounce the
evils of industrial capitalism
and private property ownership
forever, but are those things at
all to blame for this destruction?
On the contrary, it seems like
this land might benefit from
being owned with regulations.
Similarly,
I
remember

visiting a professor's property
in Buffalo County last year
that was absolutely beautiful.
It was a large property, full of
hundreds of acres of bluffs,
birds, and ticks.
My initial gut response was
anger: How can anybody be
permitted to own this much
beautiful land while I had to
grow up in a small apartment in
a dirty city?
I see now, though, that as
an environmentalist, I should
realize the benefits of his
property ownership— at least
his bluffs— are being left to
thrive as an ecosystem, rather
than being developed.
Still, the young person in
me who is bitter at the rich for
developing our planet into strip
malls and theme parks, tells me
that property ownership tends
to lead to development, rather
than preservation.
My economics classes have
given me mixed answers on
this issue. Perhaps my problem
ought to be with a certain
aspect of human nature that
measures success in terms of
dollars rather than in a healthy

environment?
If saving our environment
is a matter of trying to
fight dollar for dollar with
greedy industrialists, won't
environmentalists always lose?
Isn't that the way you make
profit—turning living beings
into dead products?
If it's a battle of using dollars
for the right causes, I have a
hard time believing that we
can ever have a sustainable
environment; unsustainable
practices are more profitable. I
wish there were easier answers.
All this is to say that
hopefully Aghaming Park is
more efficiently regulated and
protected under the U.S. FWS.
The open house forum begins
at 6 p.m. on Thursday at City
Council, with the proposal
presentation at 7 p.m.
Hopefully some ideas can be
forged that will benefit the park
at a reasonable cost.

Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

WARNING:The end is near... of college, that is
Katie Boone
Winonan

As the semester progresses,
I find it harder and harder to
get out of bed in the morning.
My case of senior-itis is in full
swing, it appears.
My friends from home are all
a year older than myself, and
they've been out in the "real
world" for a while now. I feel
like a little kid compared to
them. They have careers. One
is a nurse, the other a banker
and one is an X-ray technician.
I'm not looking forward to
paying bills or figuring out
how medical insurance works.
I really wish there was a class,
maybe mandatory in the last
semester of school, which
teaches how to deal with being
out on your own. I haven't a

clue. I don't even know how to
go about the process of renting
an apartment. It's awful feeling
so unprepared.
Graduation is so close I can
taste it. The only thing that gets
me out of bed in the morning
is knowing it's one day closer
to being done and to being a
college graduate.
Sometimes I find myself
thinking, "I could drop out
now, and just pretend to have
a degree." This is just a fun
fantasy. The idea of giving up
three and a half years of work
just to have some stress and
anxiety lifted off my shoulders.
It's not possible, but it's nice to
imagine.
It seems like I've been in
college for an eternity, but it's
only been a few years. I've
grown a lot as a person, and

8•Opinion/Editorial

I'm sure it wouldn't have
been the same experience for
me if I had chosen a different
path. The funny thing is, until
now, dropping out never even
entered my mind. I just didn't
consider it an option.
Way back in 2006, younger,
slightly more naive Katie was
traveling down Highway 61
towards Huff Street. As we
prepared to turn, my heart
jumped up to my throat. "It's
not too late..." I thought,
"Mom and Dad will understand
if I tell them to turn around."
I'm so very glad that I kept
my mouth shut and let them
drive me to the place that would
become so much of who I am.
Freshman and sophomore
year, there didn't seem to be
an end to college in sight.
Semester after semester, I was

working towards a goal that
wasn't quite tangible to me. It
might be a little different if I
knew what the hell I wanted to
do with my life. I just seemed
to float along through school,
the years passing and the end
drawing closer and closer.
I realized my severe case of
senior-itis earlier this semester,
when it occurred to me that in
mere months I'd be moving
on to a different stage of my
life. Of course, that led to the
thought of "Oh shit, I suppose
that means I'm graduating." I
called my mom in a panic, and
she just laughed. "That just
occurred to you?" she asked.
My hard work will be paying
off soon, with me walking
across a stage, grabbing a piece
of paper and sitting back down.
Seems kind of anticlimactic,

if you think about it. All that
studying, all those pages upon
pages of research papers...all
to walk across a stage. Maybe
I will feel differently when
actually happens.
As much as I love Winona and
WSU, I feel ready to move on.
I don't know what's going to
happen after graduation in May,
but I could use an adventure
on my own. There are a lot of
things I'll miss about this town.
Restaurants, stores and most of
all, the people I have met and
come to love.

Contact Katie at
KLBoone6555@winona.edu
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Habitat Women Build
fundraiser
Help Winona State University's
Habitat Women Build Team reach its
$5,000 goal. The fundraiser is from
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. March 4 in Kryzsko
Commons' cafeteria.

Second Warriors Walk
Winona State University will host the
second annual Warriors Walk beginning
March 15.
Warriors Walk is a six-week walking
program in which teams of five
will compete to see which team can
accumulate the most steps over the sixweek period.
Each participant will receive a
pedometer to keep track of his/her daily
steps. Tips and walking routes are also
available to participants via the Warriors

Winter Beach Bash today
Winona State University will hold its
first Winter Beach Bash 11 a.m.-1:30
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 24, in the Student
Activity Center, Kryzsko Commons.
The event will offer information on
summer courses, registration for

"' Mk_

Games include a nail drive, a gian
Jenga game, a duct tape toss, and a
carpenter relay race.
Cost is $1 per game. Walking tacos
are $3, and sodas are $1.
T-shirts will be available for $15.
To learn more, contact Jacquelyn
Severson at (507) 457-2319.
Walk website.
Interested participants can sign up
at the Health and Wellness Fair from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 23,
Art Tye Lounge, Kryzsko Commons.
Registration is also available online or
in Wabasha 223.
Warriors Walk is open to all students
and employees.
The participation fee is $3 for
students, $5 for faculty and staff.
For more information, visit::
www.winona.edu/healthservicesi
Warriors Walk.htm.
summer session and available financial
aid. Winter Beach Bash will feature:
music, games, refreshments and door
prizes, including a $500 voucher ;
towards 2010 summer tuition.
To learn more, call Amy Meyer,
outreach and continuing education, at
(507) 457-5088.
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California dance trou • e visits Winona State
Wednesday, Feb. 24, 2010

• '104:04,*

Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan
Members of the Joe Goode Performance Group demonstrate a few of their routines during a presentation Feb. 15 in the Performing Arts Center.
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan

"How to be Real: DanceMaking that Addresses
Complex Identity" by the Joe
Goode Performance Group was
presented Feb. 15 at Winona
State University as part of the
Lyceum series.
The performance on the Main
Stage in the Performing Arts
Center featured vignettes from
several of the San Francisco
dancers' award-winning shows
such as "Traveling Light,"
"The Maverick Strain," and
"Wonderboy."
Goode and the performers
also hosted several dance
workshops open to students
and community members
throughout the week.
The group's founder, JOe

Goode, is a dance instructor who
teaches Theater, Dance, and
Performance Studies courses
during the fall semesters at
the University of California,
Berkeley, and spends the rest of
the year rehearsing and touring
with the Performance Group.
Of his personal dance
experience, Goode said, "I
started taking dance classes
when I was about seven or
eight, and now I'm 58, so
I've had a number of years to
practice."
Goode, who has lived in San
Francisco for the past 30 years,
anticipated the group's visit to
Minnesota.
"I had never been to Winona
before. I didn't really know it
existed."
Goode also said, "my
geography is a bit shaky, so I

10•Arts & Entertainment

was surprised at the proximity
of the Mississippi river, and of
Wisconsin."
The weather was quite a
change for the California
performers, who said they
enjoyed a week of winter in
Winona.
"All this snow is like a party
for us," Goode said, "and really,
except for Sunday when we got
here, the weather has been nice.
It hasn't been too cold for us."
The
performers
also
appreciated the college's
accommodations.
Dancer Alexander Zendzian,
who has been with the
Performance Group for four
years, said that staying in the
Alumni House was "nicer,
more personable than a hotel,"
although it could get more
than a little cramped sharing

the space with his five fellow
performers.
Along
with
Zendzian,
visiting Performance Group
members included Andrew
Ward, a three-year performance
veteran; Patricia West, who has
been with the group four years;
Jessica Swanson, a member for
five years; Melecio Estrella;
and new member Damara Vita
Ganley.
The members of the group
have diverse performance
training and experience and are
encouraged to bring elements
from their background to the
Performance Groups' pieces.
Swanson's knowledge of
belly dancing was incorporated
into several solo pieces
excerpted from "Traveling
Light," and Estrella and
Ward both study and teach

gymnastics in California.
Variety is essential for
imparting the group's theme of
creating individuality.
"I give roles to stretch
performers," said Goode,
adding that although their
shows feature mainly dancing,
they also combine language,
music, and social commentary.
However, Goode said "if I
have someone who is more
interested in singing, or acting,
as opposed to dancing, I will
play to that."
Goode does not generally
take auditions for new members
for the Performance Group: "I
want to know the performers
personally, someone I see
around town or on campus or at
workshops."

See DANCE, page 13

Citizen Cope's latest album doesn't reach full potential
Stephanie Alar

Winonan
I had no idea Citizen Cope
was coming out with a new
album until I saw singer
Clarence Greenwood reply to
someone on Twitter, "Thank
you."
I was Twitter stalking a bit,
but I clicked on the person he
was replying to and it said, "I
love the new album!"
My reaction: WHAT! !?
Finally!
I've been waiting for new
Citizen Cope stuff to see if my
love for the band was real.
If you haven't ever heard
of Citizen Cope, he usually
combines folk and hip-hop
styles.
Greenwood starts off singing
a shorter than three minute
song, "Keep Asking," which
sounds like the same style as
Greenwood always had.
Lyrics of the chorus go
something like, "Keep askin'
how long will my love it last,
always. Keep askin' how
long will my days they pass,
always."

"Healing Hands," starts off
much slower.
Opening with acoustic guitar
and picking up the beat and
lyrics at about 30 seconds.
This song is about all the
hard times that people have
experienced in their lives.
While leaders are (or were)
being killed, there's violence in
the world, but still there's still
that hope for happiness with
these healing hands.
Greenwood name-drops, in
reference to John F. Kennedy,
singing "He left Jackie 0 for
Marilyn Monroe."
The next song, "I Couldn't
Explain Why," is about just
what it sounds like.
Wondering
the
about
unexplainable things, the little
things that happen every day.
I've never experienced
anything he's talking about, but
I understand the,message.
"Lifeline" is a slower beat
song, and again, a little bit
depressing.
"Well the children still dying
in the streets, the babies still
living with disease, the cops got
guns, the poor folks got sons,

IMPORTANT NOTICE:Students Living off Campus Next Year
FREE FLATSCREEN TELEVISION INCLUDED IN ALL LIVING ROOMS!
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who work for Mr. Franklin
every week."
The guitar is accompanied
by piano and they compliment
each other well.
When the piano picks up,
that's all I can hear and it's nice.
The effect I love about this
album is that you can hear the
"record" between each track.
As soon as "Off The Ground"
starts, I'm loving it, because
it's got a reggae feel to it, and
I'm a sucker for reggae music.
I was beginning to think this
album was going to be a big
circle of depressing moments,
but the keys are upbeat and I
can't help but moving these
shoulders of mine.
That's a lot of movement
when I'm just sitting here.
It sounds as though he cut the
guitar completely out of this
song.
I want to give what I think
about this album so far right in
the middle of my article.
So far, I'm a little sad about
it.
"The Clarence Greenwood
Recordings" was my favorite
album by him and I feel like it
might be hard to top.
I don't want to be negative,
but I wish this was an album
where I couldn't pick my
favorite song!
With only a few more songs
to review I feel as though,
maybe, just maybe, "Off The
Ground" is going to be the only
one that I will remember.
Next up is "The Newspaper,"
which is sounds a little bluesy
and jazzy.
The first verse is an
explanation of how all news is
bad news.
"A Father's Son," is probably
my other favorite following

© Google
Citizen Cope's "The Rainwater LP" has some good songs,
but isn't an overwhelming must-have.

"Off The Ground."
changed from mid-review.
It's sad, but this happens
It sounds like a lot's going on
with the beat, but whatever is from time to time doesn't it?
going on, is working.
I don't hate the album, I just
Coming up to conclude had my hopes up based on
the album are the "barefeet" previous ones.
versions of "Lifeline" and
I miss songs like "Bullet
acoustic "Keep Askin'."
and a Target," and "My Way
I'm not really sure what the Home," or even "Let the
difference is in the barefeet Drummer Kick."
version, and when I listen to
I'm not mad about my
the song, it sounds exactly the purchase decision; I'm
same.
still thinking about seeing
The lyrics say, "His barefeet Citizen Cope at First Ave in
touching her barefeet, the air Minneapolis over spring break.
breathes sweet," but I'm not
sure how that changes the song
from the first version!
In the acoustic version of
"Keep Askin"' you notice
almost immediately that the
Contact Stephanie at
piano was dropped.
Yes, my opinion hasn't STAlar5102@winona.edu
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Long- anticipated 'Shutter Island' is worth seeing at least once
Jordan Corrigan

Winonan
"Shutter Island" is finally
upon us, and what a long,
strange trip its been.
There was a lot of buzz
around "Shutter Island" in
the fall of last year, hushed
whispers of Oscar nominations
and the absolute balls-out
awesomeness of this flick.
Then, as abruptly as the buzz
began, it ended, and "Shutter
Island" was kicked from a
plum release date in October,
and shuffled to the mediocrity
wasteland of February.
Never a good sign. However,
from what I've heard, it seems
as though the date shuffle
was due to the studio behind
"Shutter Island" not having the
budget to properly promote the
film.
I remember the days when
girls would swoon for a fleeting
glimpse of Selior DiCaprio in
a magazine, back around the
time when he was the king
of the world and got to faff
about drawing pictures of Kate
Winslet's cash and prizes.
Now, boyish good looks
aside, DiCaprio flicks have
to be pushed on us. I guess.
Blame the internets.
"Shutter Island" tells the story
of a suitably spooky mental
facility, Ashecliff, which exists,
of course, on an island 11 miles

from the nearest land.
That last part is, of course,
IN NO WAY INTEGRAL TO
THE PLOT.
Certainly, since there is a
ferry that comes and goes but
once per day, leaving the island
will never be a problem.
Anyway, tasked with
investigating the disappearance
of a dangerous patient are
federal marshals Edward
Daniels (DiCaprio) and his
partner, Chuck (Mark Ruffalo).
Once at Ashecliff, they are
stripped of their weapons, and
from that point on, encounter
nothing but resistance from all
of the staff of the facility.
No one wants to talk about
the missing patient, and the
marshals find that the few
people that will talk have been
coached.
This can only mean that
SOMETHING IS UP!
Of
course,
DiCaprio's
Daniels isn't entirely on the
level himself
His wife died in an apartment
fire years ago, and once on the
island, he starts seeing visions
of her, and flashbacks of his
service in WWII, where he
was present at the liberation of
Dachau.
He also used to drink heavily.
Great. Another unreliable
narrator.
As the story winds on, it
becomes more and more
obvious that what Daniels
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thinks is going on is...never
mind.
This is one of those movies
it's impossible to review
without spoiling, so I'll stick to
the non spoiler territory.
Ben Kingsley, who plays
the facility's head psychiatrist,
Cawley, is a riot, stopping just
short of gnawing on the walls,
and there's a wonderful turn by
Max von Sydow as one of the
other shrinks on Shutter Island.
His German-inflected
British-ish accent conveys
menace with every word.
He could be reading Dr. Seuss
and it would be terrifying, so
the vague, ambiguous lines he
has ratchet up the tension to an
uncomfortable level.
Jackie Earle Haley, who has
to be the most underrated actor
working today, has a small but
meaningful role as one of the
facility's inmates, and in the 5
minutes he's on screen, almost
manages to steal the flick.
So, is it good? Yes, and no.
There is, of course A TWIST
ENDING! Hooray.
Suffice it to say, if you've
seen "Fight Club," or "High
Tension," or any other movie
that has a fairly game changing
twist, you might be able to see
this one coming.
©Google
To be fair, though the twist The pairing of Leonardo Dicaprio and Marlin Scorsese results in
ending is becoming more and an entertaining, although somewhat predictable suspense movie.
more common, and therefore
less effective, "Shutter Island"
manages to use it effectively, meltification on tap goes
and if you watch it again once through the roof.
cognizant of the twist, as I did,
When it works, "Shutter
you'll find that a large amount Island" is as good a film as I've
N\N‘s\
\\*, \\*%\ss.
of effort has gone into making seen lately, which goes to show
the twist seem realistic, as that Scorsese on a bad day is
opposed to something slapped light years better than most of
on because the filmmakers ran what's out there...
out of ideas.
"Shutter Island" is worth a
watch or two, not only on the
strength of its performances,
but also because of Martin
Scorsese's claustrophobic
direction, inasmuch as the
facility itself feels like a
character — and when you
can personify a building as
effectively as Scorsese has Contact Jordan at
done, the amount of cerebral JMCorrig6623@winona.edu

DANCE
Essentially, Ganley said,
"We choose each other. When
you're living with these people
year-round, you want someone
you know and trust, someone
you can connect with."
The group says trust and
teamwork are vital to putting on
shows as physically demanding
as the they do.
"We're from San Francisco,
so we have a license to be
strange," Goode said, "but
these shows frequently involve
doing risky things. It's a lot to
ask of performers."
Along with incorporating

individual
experience,
performers are also encouraged
to practice and warm up for
shows independently.
However, the group does
yoga-like warm-ups every day
as well as certain meditation
techniques Goode has
picked up from his Buddhist
philosophies.
Goode said he is strongly
influenced by movies,
particularly Westerns, which
was exhibited in the group's
piece "The Maverick Strain"
by using dialogue from the
1961 film "The Misfits."
Pieces have also been

influenced by music, nature
and Goode's "mildly political"
views.
Goode said, "I like to
take personal struggles and
insinuate them in my work,
using different 'actors' in a
given scenario."
Performance pieces are
typically put together in eight to
ten months, although the recent
"Wonderboy" took longer due
to the use of intricate puppetry.
"There are so many elements
in our shows, and you're not
always seeing all of them,"
Goode said. "It's a lot like
a Broadway show in that

respect."
Goode and the performers
are currently preparing a piece
entitled "The Rambler" about
the human race's longing to
change, which "leads to the
exploration of certain spiritual
threads."
Goode also expressed his
gratitude to Winona State for
booking their performance.
"Touring has been spotty,
so we're lucky to still be [on
the road]," he said, "but we're
definitely feeling the financial
crisis."
Aside from performing
on college campuses, the

Continued from Page 10
Performance Group has had
regular tours across the North
and South America, Africa and
the Middle East.
"It keeps us busy," Goode
said, "it keeps us from sitting
around knitting and darning in
San Francisco."

Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08@winona.edu

Accounts from Academicians
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By Christina McDaniel
Photos by Fred Schulze/Winonan

An academic; intellectual
What bad habit do you wish you could break?
Jeremy Wendland
Freshman
Winona, Minn.

Sarah Gamboni
Freshman
Stillwater, Minn.

Travis Swanson
Freshman
Apple Valley, Minn.
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Laura Jopp
Sophomore
Champlin, Minn.

Tara Arndt
Freshman
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Ross Zumbach
Sophomore
Racine, Minn.
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Attorney advises students on legal issues
Molly Schelper
Winonan

Whether you're in a fight
with your landlord over a
security deposit or you've just
robbed a bank, one of Winona
State University's programs is
available to assist you.
John Plachecki is a criminal
defense lawyer that comes
to Winona State University's
campus every Tuesday to advise
students on legal matters.
Students are able to sign up
for appointments in 20 minute
increments.
Plachecki said that it enables
a lot of students to get legal
help that otherwise might not
be able to get it.
"I think it's a good service that
the university offers because
students get to hear from a
general practitioner... what the
law is," said Plachecki. "A lot
of times they're in here talking
to me before they talk to their
folks."
The most popular cases that
Plachecki encounters are small
brushes with the criminal
justice system, small claims
court cases, powers of attorney
and issues with landlords.
"Everything else you could
possibly think of and probably
a lot you couldn't think of,"
said Plachecki. "I've probably
had every type of case here you

could possibly imagine."
Plachecki doesn't represent
the students, but he said he
offers them a how-to book.
He said the students usually
leave the meeting feeling a lot
better.
"Usually at the end of the
meeting there is a little laugh
and a sigh of relief," said
Plachecki.
Plachecki said that when
he is on campus, he is usually
swamped.
"Sometimes it's packed,
every 20 minutes, boom, boom,
boom, and it will go on like
that for weeks," said Plachecki,
"and then maybe sometimes
I'll only have one or two."
Plachecki said that the
number of appointments
decrease around midterms and
finals.
With many students living
off campus, there are a lot of
landlord issues that arise that
Plachecki helps with.
He said he fills students in on
the law so that landlords can't
jerk students around.
Plachecki said he thinks
this is an important service
because it levels the playing
field between landlords and the
students.
"The big thing [students
are] here for is school," said
Plachecki. "They can't spend
six months fighting with the

elan

landlord because it detracts
from what you're really doing
here."
Winona State pays Plachecki
for his services, but it is a small
percent of his normal hourly
rate.
He said he likes to do this
service because he loves the
underdog and helping the little
guy"That's what keeps me
coming back year after year
after year after year," said
Plachecki. "Everyone's got to
do something; it can't always
be about the money."
Plachecki was born and
raised in Winona, and is a
partner at Price, McCluer and
Plachecki.
He has been an adjunct
faculty member at Winona
State and participating in this
program for many years.
According to 2007 Minnesota
Super Lawyers, Plachecki
is one of the top 40 criminal
defense attorneys in the state.
He has tried cases in the
Midwest for ten years with one
of Minnesota's most famous
criminal defense attorneys,
Douglas Walser Tomson, and
famously won the Minnesota
Supreme Court decision in
State v. Burbach.
Contact Molly at
MSchelper07@winona.edu
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When Cultures Collide: The Value of
Age Differs
Sung Hee Choi
Winonan

Many people were excited to
watch the Winter Olympics.
Since I've been in the U.S.,
I have been supporting Korean
athletes like a patriot.
When I was watching the
sports, it made me very nervous
because of my earnest wish that
a Korean athlete would win.
When some Korean athletes
won, a number of articles were
written about them on Korean
Web sites.
One article in particular
caught my eye. The title of the
article was "Youngest Guy did
an awesome job".
It was about gold medalist
Mo, Tae-bum who is the
youngest athlete on the Korean
skating team.
He was celebrated because
he was "Mak-nae"on the team
who, was never expected to be
a winner. Mak-nae is a special
name for the youngest in any
group — team or family in South
Korea.
Actually, in South Korea,
when we meet a person for the
first time, we ask, "What's your
name?" Then we immediately
ask, "What year were you
born?"
We need to know this because
we have a special word to
address older people.
Since I'm a girl, if a guy is
older than me, he is called
"Oppa." An older girl is called
"Unnie." A boy would call an
older girl "Nuna," and an older
boy would be called "Hyung."
When a Korean student enters
a university an older student
might be called "Sun-bae,"
meaning that student entered
the university before the other
student.
Also the student would be
"Hoo-bae" meaning that they
entered the university after the
older student.
Then the older student could
be a mentor to a Hoo-bae, and
he or she might buy treats for
the Hoo-bae.

When I entered the Korean
university, I was a Hoo-bae.
For one whole month,
upperclassmen paid for my
lunches.
Age is very important in
Korean culture.
We usually respect older
people and try to obey them.
When a person is using public
transportation, if a senior is
looking for a seat, the younger
person should offer a seat to
them.
It is an expression of
admiration for elder people.
In contrast, at a small party,
the oldest person usually
pays for everything. It means
the oldest try to care for the
younger people.
There's even a saying about
age: "The younger should give
precedence to the elder."
However, in America, age is
not a problem in a friendship.
People of any age can be
friends.
Also when I watched the
Olympics, I could see that age
did not seem to be important.
The people on most other
Olympic teams didn't seem
to distinguish because of age.
There's no special name for
elder people; Americans just
call each other by name.
They don't approach people
differently based on age; they
determine how respectful to be
on a person-to-person basis.
I think that honoring
individual people is one of the
expressions of equality in the
U.S.; every American is equal.
The difference in the
importance of age in the United
States and Korea is obvious.
Of course, I can't judge
which culture is better; they are
just different.
If some Koreans ask your
age, don't be embarrassed.
I think that they are trying to
be considerate.
It will be a nice opportunity
to experience each other's
culture.
Contact Sung Hee at
SChoi09@winona.edu

Auction raises money for Tanzanian schools

Jake RajewskyNVinonan
Kyree Wobbrock sits at the front desk of the Lyon Smith art gallery Friday in downtown
Winona.

Gabby Keegan
Winonan

After spending four months
teaching in Tanzania, Winona
State University senior Cassie
Parkhurst wasted no time on
return to try to do something
about the conditions she
witnessed.
"I'm not okay with, 'lets
wait', because I know what
happens to the kids while you
wait, said Parkhurst.
Parkhurst started the Tanzania
Education Project days after
returning to the United States.
The project's main goal has
been collecting and sending
used textbooks, library books,
computers and other - vital
supplies to three schools in
Bunju A, Tanzania.
said
after
Parkhurst
volunteering, it was painfully
clear how bad the students need
help.
She said the amount of
pressure the students are under
is enormous because they are
considered "lucky" to go to
school.
The students are expected
to know how to read and
write in English by the end
of their schooling; yet, they
are provided with inadequate
teachers, not enough paper or

pencils, and no books.
Parkhurst and student
volunteers have been working
to raise a minimum of $7,000
to send a sea container the size
of a Ford Escape full of donated
supplies overseas to Tanzania
on April 1 of this year.
The deadline has been pushed
back several times because
of unsuccessful fundraising
efforts.
Artists for Education was
at Lyon Smith's Art Gallery
showcasing local artists' and
students' work all of last week
for the community to see, free
of charge.
Parkhurst wanted to create
a fundraiser that attracted not
only college students but also
the general community.
Parkhurst has had the help
and support of the Creative
Commons Art Club on campus.
A silent auction was held
Saturday, and the proceeds
went to the Tanzania project.
About 100 pieces of art were
up for auction, ranging from
jewelry to pottery.
The lowest starting bid was
$3, and the highest started at
$150.
Though pre-sale tickets had
been on sale at Mugby Junction
since Feb. 12, only about 20
were sold.

Parkhurst said she has not
gotten the support from the
community she was hoping
for, and it is important that they
raise at least $500 from this
event.
"It's a gamble, and that's what
this is about," said Parkhurst,
"Throwing a fundraiser is a
huge risk, but its definitely a
risk worth taking."
Parkhurst and three other
Winona State students will
be in Tanzania in the summer
of 2010 to ensure the proper
distribution of books and
supplies.
They will be organizing the
supplies into three libraries and
will also be taking time with
teachers and students to make
sure they know how to use the
new tools.
"People should remember
that I'm just an ordinary Joe
Shmoe," said Parkhurst.
"I dread 8 a.m. classes and
I hang out with my friends on
the weekend, except that I just
got passionate about something
and decided to do something
and I think anyone can do it."

Contact Gabby at
GKeegan06@winona.edu
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Rugby team continues preparing for nationals
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Alyssa Pederson

Winonan
The national-bound Winona
State University women's
rugby team may be in their
offseason, but there isn't too
much rest as the National
Division II playoffs are just
around the corner.
The team qualified for the
national tournament after its
win against Gustavus Adolphus
College Nov. 14, which
guaranteed the team a national
bid.
"It was a pure rush of
excitement and crying and
screaming and jumping on each
other," said Valerie Johnson,
president and forward captain.
"It was crazy! But we had to
keep our heads on straight in
order to play our second game."
Now the team is back from
winter break and has begun
training for April 16, which
marks the team's first game at
nationals in Orlando, Fla.

According to Coach Roger
Riley, the national playoffs
start with a Sweet Sixteen out
of about 300 collegiate teams,
and WSU is ranked sixth in the
country and seeded sixth in the
playoffs.
Johnson said after returning
from break, the players get
together outside of Riley's
office, have some fun while
stretching, and go for 30-minute
runs three days per week.
Johnson said, "We are trying
to keep things fun right now
so we don't wear ourselves
out before nationals, but at the
same time we are focusing on
fundamentals."
In order to keep its
competitive drive strong, the
team has also scheduled to play
a few games before the national
tournament.
They will play in a Platteville
tournament, a game against
La Crosse, a game against the
Amazons (a women's team
from the cities), and in their

own Foolsfest here in Winona.
Riley said he is trying to get
a sports psychologist and friend
of his to come down from the
University of Minnesota to
work with his players.
"The ladies are fairly tough,"
said Riley. "They have to be
because they must excel at their
studies and excel at rugby. Plus,
for some, hold down a job. My
biggest fear, psychologically
speaking, is that they do not
realize how good they are, and
therefore, they underestimate
their ability."
Overall, this year's WSU
women's rugby team possesses
the qualities of a nationalbound team.
Riley, along with WSU men's
rugby coach, Josh Krzewinski,
observed early on that the
women's players genuinely like
each other and get along well
together.
That being said, Riley figures
this team's accomplishments
have as much to do with team

chemistry as they do with
athletic ability.
"We have a very nice mix
of talented veterans and
underclass players with some
of the rookies contributing
enormously," said Riley.
"Second, we have excellent
captaincy on the field."
He stressed the organizing
committee, student senate,
alumni, parents, WSU athletic
department, and faculty support
to be extremely helpful as well
in this team's making of history.
The team will fly down to Fla.
April 15, with its first game the
following day, and the hopes
are high that they will win, get
a one day break on April 17,
and play in the Elite Eight on
the April 18 before flying home
that night.
"We goof off pretty much all
the time so its probably going
to be magnified with about
30 girls taking over an entire
plane. I can only hope that they
seat us together," said Johnson.

"We are going to Florida in the
middle of April, so that's pretty
darn exciting coming from
Minnesota, but at the same
time, we are making history.
My hopes are pretty high. I
can only hope we win both our
games and qualify for the Final
Four in California."
Coach Riley said he hopes
they enjoy themselves, Orlando,
and the enormity of what they
have already accomplished.
"I am fairly confident that we
can compete in the first round
game and have an equal chance
in the Elite Eight game," he
said.
"Ultimately, I want to get to
the USA Final Four, which is
held at Stanford University two
weeks later, whereupon, WSU
students can see the team on
television."

Contact Alyssa at
APederson06@winona.edu

Winona Elite League continues to expand
David Baertschi

Winonan
The birth of the Winona Elite
League happened when Eric
Hofmann transferred to Winona
State University after playing
Division I NCAA hockey and
did not want that to end.
Hofmann had a great passion
for hockey and lived with the
Bud King Ice Arena manager,
and worked at the arena
alongside the manager.
Hofmann would skate when
there was open ice at the arena,
and on occasion he would invite
friends along to skate with him.
From this open skating, they
thought it would be exciting
to get something competitive
together.
The first season of the WEL
was known as the Elite League.
The Elite League action
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was two-on-two with a total of
seven players in the league, and
they would play with just one
goal in one corner of the rink.
Six of the players in the
league were skaters and
one was a goalie, and these
seven players played a total
of 68 games in the inaugural
season.
All of these games were
full contact and even included
fighting, said Hofmann.
From March 2008 to the start
of the 2008-2009 season these
original seven players spread
the word to get more people to
join their league.
The 2008-2009 season began
with 54 players, which was
a massive increase from the
original seven.
This season had five teams
that would play four-on-four
action, on the full length of

the ice, and full contact. This
is also when the name Winona
Elite League came to be.
Now in the second season,
there are still five teams, each
with twelve members, plus one
or two goalies.
The games are generally
drawing more than one hundred
fans, it only costs one dollar to
attend, and the money is put
right back into the league.
The league has a full line of
apparel, sponsors for the league
and the team, and also a three
and a half-foot custom built
trophy that goes to the winner
of the league.
Hofmann said he is always
looking to advance the league
seeing as how well it has been
received.
For next season he is hoping
that the league will be five-onfive. He is in discussions with

the general managers of each
team about making this happen.
Each team has a general
manager who acts as team
captain and are responsible for
scheduling, recruiting, jerseys,
tryouts, and the other things the
team needs to continue.
There is also talk between
Hofmann and the general
managers about creating an
American Collegiate Hockey
Association (ACHA) team.
According to Hofmann, an
ACHA team would put Winona
State on the map for having
a hockey program, and from
there they could advance to a
full blown Division I hockey
team, and he feels Winona
would be a great place for this
to happen.
Hofmann said, "I'm now
coaching a Junior 'A' team in
Rochester, Minn. and I realize

these things take time, but from
how quickly this has already
gone, my friends and I would
love to see this happen."
This league is very important
to Hofmann as you can see, and
as he stated, he, along with his
friends, would love to see this
league continue to grow as he
said, "This is something that
we will all hold close to our
hearts for the rest of our lives."
The games are still going on
Thursday and Sunday nights,
and more fans are always
welcome at the Bud King Arena
to show support for the league.

Contact David at
DBa ertschi08@winona.edu

Behind the number

Mollie Bjelland, No. 4

Hans Heggernes, No. 2

Position for the sport: Shortstop
Major/Minor: Mass Communication - Advertising Major, Marketing Minor
Hometown: Woodbury, Minn.
What is the most challenging part of the game/sport and why?
The most challenging part of baseball is playing the little games
within the game, which is also one of my favorite parts of the game.
Being the shortstop, you are responsible for a lot of things, almost like
the captain of the infield. Holding runners, watching which signs the
catcher puts down, letting the other guys know what plays are on, and
just thinking ahead before each play happens so you know you're
prepared to make the right play.
Why did you chose to play for Winona: I really liked the campus, and all the different opportunities they had to offer. Winona
has always had a winning team, and that was very important to
me. My sister also went here, so she kind of had a little impact
on my decision as well.
Role Model and why: My Dad. He has had a huge impact
on the way I go about living my life. He is a hard worker, and
treats people the way everyone deserves to be treated. He's always been supportive of everything I do, and has never pushed
me too hard, and has been one of my biggest fans on and off the
field. He is also a Art Director and I get a lot of my creative and
artistic abilities from him. He was also a successful athlete in
his day as well.
Favorite food: Chipotle.. Winona really needs to get one.
Favorite sporting team: I'm a huge Minnesota Twins fan.
Favorite movie: The Hangover
Hobbies: Baseball is really my passion, but I really enjoy spending time with my family and girlfriend, hanging out with friends, relaxing, being artistic and creative
when I can, snowboarding in the winter, and hanging out
at the beach in the summer in my spare time.
Something others might not know about you: When I
was younger my mom put me in dance classes. I really hated
it, but it actually helped me with my coordination.
Plans for after graduation from WSU: I plan on getting
a job somewhere in the professional sports industry, whether
its with the Twins doing promotions, or marketing, or something like working at at television station like FSN. I'd also
possibly like to work at an advertising agency, but sports
are really what im interested in, so we'll see what happens
I guess.
Achievements/Honors in the sport you play (while at
Winona): I have just been honored to be a part of the WSU
baseball team. for the past 5 years and being part of a winning
team. I think the most memorable moment I have was my
freshman year when we won the conference tournament
and made it to the regional tournament. We also got a
chance to play some really good competition
last season, we played Lynn University, the D2
national champs last year, and ended up beating them in the first game of our season. We get
a chance to play them again on our spring trip this
year as well.

Position for the sport: Centerfield
Major: Business Administration
Hometown: Grantsburg Wis.
What is the most challenging part
of the game/sport and why:
The
preparation for the game and not being
able to practice in our element because
the first time we see dirt and grass is
game day.
Why did you chose to play for
Winona: I wanted to play both
volleyball and softball in college.
I was given that opportunity to
do that here. Plus, I enjoy the
atmosphere and how friendly
everyone is.
Favorite food: Italian
Favorite sporting team:
Milwaukee Brewers
Favorite
movie:
The
Wedding Date
Hobbies:
Fishing,
being
outdoors, playing with my nieces
and nephew
Something others might not know
about you:
I can solve a Rubik's
Cube
Plans for after graduation from
WSU: Play softball overseas for a
few years, then come back and find
a career.
Achievements/Honors in the
sport you play (while at Winona):
All-Conference 2008 Conference
tournament team, All Regional
tournament team, All Conference
Honorable Mention 2009
r
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Packed weekend for track team before finals
Ali Carlson
Winonan

The Warriors were not
stopped last weekend after
competing in three meets in
three different states.
Head coach for the women's
track and field team, Mason
Rebarcheck, said it was a big
weekend for the Warriors.
The Warriors were sent to
Ames, Iowa to compete in the
Iowa State University meet
and the St. Mary's meet before
heading back for the NSIC
Multi-Event Championships
on Feb. 12.
"The Iowa State meet is
a huge Division I meet,"
Rebarcheck said. "It is one
of the biggest in the country
all year, by standards of a lot
of people and by standards of

ridiculous competition. Any
athlete that wants to achieve
the highest level has to thrive
on that kind of competition."
While the Warriors
performed at Iowa State; the
rest of the team stayed local
and participated in the St.
Mary's University Cardinal
Open.
"One bad week doesn't
wreck the season, one loss
doesn't end the season," said
Rebarcheck. "We don't go
into a particular weekend with
the same thought process as
a football or basketball team.
The goal any weekend is to
learn about yourself as an
athlete."
This past weekend, the
Warriors traveled to La
Crosse, Wis. to compete in
the University of Wisconsin

- La Crosse/Augustana, Ill.
Triangular.
Winona State placed second
at the meet.
Winona State won eight
events and took the top three
spots in four of those events.
They placed second behind
the Eagles by three points,
scoring 67 total.
The throwers for Winona
State led the team in shot
put, claiming the top three
positions. They reached the
NCAA Division II National
provisional qualifying marks.
Leading the throwers was
Rebecca Stier who claimed
the school record throw of 49
ft., 4.25 in. The throw was an
automatic qualifying distance.
"For nationals it is all about
qualifying mark. It can be the
first meet of the year, it can be

the last. If you hit a standard Shaw in the 400-meter dash
you can make the national with a time of 57.31 seconds.
Other Warriors-who recorded
championships," Rebarchek
wins for the night were Emily
said.
Mary Theisen threw 45 ft. Asuncion, Beth Braun and
4.25 in. for second place, and Kayla Gundmundson. The
Shandi Guider took third with Warriors finished with seven
second place finishes and six
a throw of 44 ft. and 8.25 in.
Steir also won the 20-pound third place finishes.
Heading into finals, only
weight throw of 56-9 1/4,
which was named a NCAA 25 warriors will have the
provisional throw. Theisen also oppurtunity to compete.
"We have to leave half our
recorded a provisional throw
of 45-4.25. Krystle Lonning team home," said Rebarcheck.
was third with a throw of 50- "With the 25, we are still
limited at three per event and
feet.
Also competing for the then they give us a couple
Warriors was Caitlin Dhein, wildcards."
who earned a school record
and provisional mark after
winning the 55-meter dash in
7.14 seconds.
Another provisional time for Contact Ali at
the Warriors was from Kelly ACCarlson09@winona.edu

Tennis team keeps up winning slreak
Dan Geisler
Winonan

The Winona State University
women's tennis team
dominated another blow-out
victory, this weekend against
the University of Minnesota,
Crookston that took place on
Sunday in St. Cloud.
With a final winning score of
9-0, the girls dominated in their
singles and doubles matches.
"Although there were some
frustrating matches, the girls
really pulled out their wins,"
Head Coach Courtney Zinter
said.
Yet, while most of the girls
played fantastic matches,
WSU team's potential was not
used to its fullest.
Heather Pierce, Winona's
number one standing player,
sat on the sidelines for part of
her overall match because her
Crookston teammate defaulted
out of the match due to back
problems.
Pierce won all three of her
prior matches and continued to
provide support for Winona.
"She pretty much drove
up there to play doubles, but

ended up just watching her we want to come back and win
it this year," Zinter said.
teammates," Zinter said.
"We have a good chance
This support was appreciated
by other players who won their of beating them [St. Mary's].
People should come out and
matches.
"We stuck with it, knew to support WSU. We want more
keep moving, and focused fans than St. Mary's," said
on our personal games," said Zinter.
Our Winona State team will
Laura Roesslein, a freshman
be
participating in the "Blackplayer for WSU.
Roesslein won her doubles Out" Cancer Fundraiser to
match with her teammate provide support for cancer
patients, furthering awareness,
Addie Adler.
"We worked together as a and striding for the cure.
team, and helped each other
out," Roesslein said.
Currently, Roesslein and
Adler are the only undefeated
doubles players.
With a 2-1 start to a new
season, the team is excited for
their upcoming season and are
always ready to bring their "A"
games.
"It's good to be on the
scoreboard and conference, but
there are still tough matches
ahead for us," Zinter said about
their upcoming season.
The team's next game is
scheduled fox noon Saturdayin
Winona, against fellow Winona
school St. Mary's University. Contact Dan at
"They beat us last year, so DGeisler06@winona.edu
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Baseball opens season with split against St. Cloud SIVS11 BASKETBALL rrnATE
Ali Carlson
Winonan

The Winona State University
baseball team opened up
their season Sunday with a
split with a nonconference
doubleheader against St.
Cloud State University at the
Hubert H. Humphrey Memorial
Metrodome.
The Warriors started the
season with a 6-1 win in game
one but were unable to take
a second win after giving up
two unearned runs in the sixth
inning. The Warriors dropped a
3-2 decision to St. Cloud.
The Warriors started off the
first game opening with three
extra-base hits and scoring
two runs in the first inning.
Sophomore Tony Mueller led
off for the Warriors, taking the
first pitch before scoring a triple
by a hit to centerfield.
Mueller played well as he led
off the game with a triple and
scored our first run and made
a spectacular Willie Mayslike play in centerfield," Head
Coach Kyle Poock said. "Ross
Hellenbrand gave us his usual
outstanding pitching. Andrew
DeSousa had 2 stellar innings of
relief and Jared Anderson and
Hans Heggernes contributed

two hits each in game one."
Following an out, Jared
Anderson and Joe Kley each
had back-to-back doubles for
the Warriors.
The Warriors finished the first
game after scoring a run in the
second and additional three
runs in the fifth inning.
Recording the win for the first
game was Ross Hellenbrand,
having pitched the first five
innings of the game.
He only gave up four hits, one
walk and also struck out two
players.
St. Cloud was able to hit off
Andrew DeSousa in the last
inning to score their only run of
the game.
Kley, Anderson and Hans
Heggernes each recorded
two hits for the Warriors and
Anderson drove in two runs.
"It was a good start to the
season," Poock said, "I thought
that we played very well for
our first games and not having
any chance to be outside. Our
outfielders played exceptionally
well for not having any flyball
practice prior to the games."
During game two for the
Warriors, the team was not able
to finish the game after leading
with two runs after the second
inning.

John Magee started the
Warriors off leading during
inning two with a homerun that
reached the upper deck in right
field. Kley has a single to right
field followed by a fields choice
and a hit by Jamie Soyk upped
the lead to 2-0 by Winona State.
Mueller, who pitched in the
second game, gave up a run
in the bottom of the third but
finished five innings with five
strikeouts. He allowed three hits
and two walks for the night.
St. Cloud had four straight
batters get on base to start their
two-run sixth inning. An error
and back-to-back walks caused
a game-winning two-run double
for St. Cloud.
The Huskies had four straight
batters reach base to start their
two-run sixth inning. An error
and back-to-back walks led to a
game-winning two-run double.
Pbock said, "We are in pretty
good shape to have a very good
season,"
The Warriors will be at the
Metrodome at' 12:15 p.m. on
Friday, and 7:30 p.m. Saturday
against Wayne State College.

Contact Ali at
ACCarlson09@winona.edu

Gymnastics team sets records in La Crosse
David Baertschi
and Rummelein said, "Every
Regionals."
Winonan
Carolyn Juske led the girl is behind each other 100
The Winona State University Warriors on the vault with a percent. That is what we are all
gymnastics team was in action score of 9.350 which was the about, we are a family.
Rummelein led the Warriors
Feb. 19 against the University third best score of the meet.
of Wisconsin - La Crosse, and Melissa Baudhuin had the on the beam with a 9.225 which
second highest vault score for was good enough for second
Gustavus Adolphus College.
Winona State came in second Winona State with a score of place, and right behind her in
third place was Baudhuin with
place with a score of •178.150, 9.150.
Winona State was led on the a 9.150.
just behind UW - La Crosse
Gleason led the way with her
who scored a 181.775, and bars by Anna Gleason 8.925,
Gustavus finished with a score the third best score posted floor exercise receiving a score
by anyone at the meet. Katie of 9.525. Baudhuin posted
of 165.425.
Junior Heather Rummelein Goldeman and Rummelein the next highest score for the
said, "The scores didn't both scored 8.775 on the bars Warriors on the floor exercise
always turn out the way we just trailing teammate Gleason. with a 9.125.
The gymnastics team will be
Baudhuin, and Rummelein
had hoped, but we just took it
as a lesson in focusing on the both talked about how much back Feb. 28 in St. Paul at the
things we can change...your support they have for their Hamline Invitational.
team is continuing to take teammates.
Baudhuin said, "There is
steps in the right direction
and we are looking forward nothing more powerful than the Contact David at
to really showing our stuff at support of your teammates," DBaertschi08@winona.edu
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